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A (Internet) discussion group with a difference
on

the interaction between nuclear and fiction
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The Apocalypse Syndrome

Remember at last year's PIME we presented a brief analysis of the image of nuclear
activities in fiction that was mostly a catastrophe picture: exploding reactors,
stupid and selfish managers, proliferating bandits, etc. We concluded that these
images certainly had an influence on people's opinion and thus on politicians'
decisions.

We felt that against emotions, a rational attitude presenting technical reports was
no solution. We asked whether we should help writers or Mm makers to
disseminate stories on what would happen without nuclear: stories of
overpopulated towns without electricity or whole country blackouts. Would that be
an efficient attitude 

We had more questions than answers. Thus we suggested that a seriously
organised study of the potential of a well-planned program of fictions would be
needed. A small group started working and soon found out that the first thing to do
was, as usual, to collect the information on what had been published and previous
work done to analyse the situation.

The need to create a Forum

To collect data, we thought an Internet Forum would be the most immediately
efficient solution. Thus the site of the Uranium Institute hosted The Primary
Circuit, the Internet pub that feeds your mind". The idea was to have a discussion
site for ideas on nuclear energy, the 'arts (particularly literature) and public
perception. From the first days, we announced that unfortunately you'll have to
bring your own drinks but a real get together with real drinks is planned for
PIME'99 in Avignon". So there we are ...

We wanted to investigate the treatment of nuclear energy in literature and cinema,
to focus as much as possible on the civil applications of nuclear energy while at
the same time trying not to stifle or suppress anything which contributors may feel
relevant".

We insisted and still do that the purpose was to have a forum for individual not for
corporate views", thus the motto: Jeave your logo at the door. The question we are
dealing with is more related to emotions than anything else: corporations have no
emotions. The Internet and emails stil aow fast and personal exchange.
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The first steps

The largest body of nuclear related literature is that now known as Survivalist
fiction. These works describe what w happen after the bomb'; they are an
immediate fallout from Hiroshima and Nagasaki bombings. There are dozens of
such books and films: should we include them in our study 

Although we - in the nuclear industry - would like to forget our dreadful origins,
the public does not. The separation between military applications and -Atoms for
Peace" was never a fact in people's ind. It was one of our numerous
communication mistakes to avoid talking about this situation. While these books
should not form the core of our studies, they are an inescapable context. The
bibliography does est (Paul Brians - Nuclear Holocausts: Atomic War in Fiction -
1986). The impact of this literature has, among others, been studied in a
remarkable book: The Rhetoric of Antinuclear Fiction, Persuasive Strategies in Novels
and Films (Patrick Mannix - Lewisburg 1992).

We have not found such a bibliography for works of fiction related to nuclear
energy or corresponding studies on the perception of the public and the influence
of fiction. It remains to be done. We thought we could collect titles, bibliographic
data and opinions in the Pub. We obtained some and a preliminary fist w be
distributed during the PIME 99 conference.

We also found that some more fundamental eisting studies could be related to our
preoccupation. An example is Fantasy the Bomb and the Greening of Britain:
Romantic protest 1945-1980 (Meredith Veldman - Cambridge (USA) 1994). The book
charts the development of the green movement in the UK and shows the chain of
connections, which take it back through CND, pacifism and early socialism to the
anti-industrial Romantics of the late 18th century.

In nuclear communications, we have always accepted the supremacy of
enlightenment, leading to an over-dependence on reason, forgetting the importance
of imagination and emotions in our present so-called post-modem society. We
need to understand the roots of post-modernism which can be found already in the
early 19th century works of Blake or Morris, stressing over-dependence on reason
and heavy industrialisation as the cause of many social evils.

The roots of the antinuclear emotions are deep in our hearts. Fiction which paints
technology and science as evil, depraved or anti-human has been around at least
since the early 19th century and as technology and science have advanced so that
fiction has developed, punctuated by occasional works which sought to give a more
positive image. Using fiction to plant new emotions that would convince people to
jove" nuclear is not a clear and easy task. Finding paths may be supported by
some lateral thinking", using examples outside the nuclear world. Studies like
International Relations on Film (Robert Gregg - Boulder 1998) may give us ideas.

Another important fact that appeared clearly to us was that the impact of small
allusions, brief paragraphs or a far-fetched but present background in otherwise
non nuclear stories, have probably a greater impact than most fiction entirely
related to nuclear energy. Who read Burning the Apostle (Bill Granger - 1993), the
story of a failed attempt to bum and explode a nuclear plant in the USA But the
way plutonium, reactors and nuclear radioactivity form a dangerous background to
Cause of Death (Patricia Cornwell - 1996) influences far more people as the author
is such a popular thrilling novel writer. And there are more people dreaming of the
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fantastic maddening effects radioactivity could have because they have seen
Godzffla, than people enjoying fruits, shrimps or pepper delivered fresh and clean
to their homes if they were told in nice stories how they were irradiated.

Where do we go from here 9

Until now, the Pub has not been a success. Not many visitors opened the door and
entered in the discussion. Possibly in such an emotional subject, virtuality is not
favourable. Also, like for any human group, people will not join if they are not
invited and it takes time to inform them that a new pub is open.

Is this method adequate to start a discussion A difficulty is that to make it lively,
participants have to come frequently. Most of the potential participants are loaded
with professional work and the rest of the time, they like to do something different.
To reach them, it would probably be more efficient to use some newsletter,
,circular' email for example.

Thus in 1999, we wl circulate list of books on those subjects to anyone who gives
us an email address. hat do we expect in return We want to know if you read
any of them and what you personally think about them. We hope that it wl
encourage the participants to give us new titles, especially fiction that has nothing
to do with nuclear but expresses ideas on the subject. Those are most difficult to
collect because you can only find them by chance. A very recent example: Le Poulpe
is a French film, based on very popular novels and the whole story is a thriller
around a mysterious boat with an unknown illegal cargo. Only at the end do we
learn, incidentally. that the cargo' is irradiated African workers used to repair a
damaged nuclear reactor core. It is never mentioned in reviews or publicity for this
film.

The questions we ask are:

• How have fiction writers treated nuclear technology How has the coverage
changed over the years as the industry has evolved How does this fit in with
the coverage of science and technology in general 

• Does such treatment influence perception of nuclear energy issues 
• Does fiction reflect the issues of our industry, or broader issues that impact

less directly 
Is the impact felt more in one generation than another Do books written years
ago still have influence today What about films How do influences develop
over time 
What has influence in different countries or cultures Are influences
international 

What we are trying to do is to get a clearer picture of the cultural context in which
nuclear communicators have to operate. We might after collecting for some time,
find new ways, less formal perhaps, to raise people's emotions that are more
favourable to nuclear energy use. Because in the end, emotion plays a great role in
our decisions. Listening to Jorge Semprun recently interviewed (,IV5 112.98 on
World War 11 holocaust, we noted that Le t6moignage ne suffit pas: pour iRre cru,
il faut passer par l'artifice de 1'art".

Now join our team as you are, leave your logo behind.
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